MALBORK AMBER COLLECTION
Throughout the ages,
generations were
fascinated with AMBER.
It is like the sun
enchanted in a solid
lump, lighter than
water... delicate, fragile
yet so enduring.
It inspires feelings
of awe with a shell
enchanted in its interior
for thousands of years.
It is a symbol of vitality,
it appears luminous and
mouth-watering like
honey. It is the honey
of the seas. I succumb
to its charm. So many
magnificent objects
have been created
by its light
and beauty.
I am spell-bound.

Beata Tyszkiewicz
Ambassador to the Malbork Castle
Museum’s 50th anniversary celebrations

JUBILEE YEAR CELEBRATIONS PROGRAMME
JANUARY
• My Museum – art competition
Interactive game for children and teenagers – or artistic variations with the museum's
collection as its lead motif. Young artists can use both the past exhibitions and those
envisaged, still in the realm of imagination as their inspiration. This is also an excellent
opportunity to exhibit one’s own collections, which, hiding in closets, attics and other
nooks and crannies, await the vernissages’ visualisation. Playing the creators allows the
participants to present “one’s own museum”, defining its functions and facilitates a new
approach to the format of the collection, the way it’s viewed and to define collecting.
• Local vision
An educational programme for pupils of all school levels, from primary, through high
school to colleges. A series of field activities will present selected archives and
photographs depicting the extent of damages incurred by the stronghold after military
operations of the II World War. The format of local vision – where its participants
discover the mystery of splendour, erected from ruins, which encompassed 50 percent
of the structure – not only fulfils the expectations of the recipient, but also demands
activity. The programme will not be short of everyday reconstructions days.
•

January 26th
Press conference – Zachęta Art Gallery, Warsaw
The inauguration of the 50th anniversary of the Malbork Castle Museum will be opened
by a summary of the works completed at the Middle Castle’s Residential Complex of the
Grand Masters, which were financed by the Norwegian Fund. It is due to the said fund,
that the Grand Refectory was restored to its former glory, the largest interior of the
stronghold, where European kings and dignitaries dined in Middle Ages. The end of
Napoleon’s campaign, transformed the exceptional hall into the largest field hospital –
immortalized by a painting on show at Versailles. Throughout most of the 1990’s,
scholars were struggling to contain a catastrophic split of the walls in this part of the
Castle, which were already 20 cm apart in some places. The method of Polish engineers
and miners proved to be effective. The heroic effort, to save a priceless historic
monument was continued ten years down the line, when a conservation of the whole of
the West Wing of an unprecedented scale was carried out.

FEBRUARY
•

February 4th
Come, paint my world
An extraordinary spectacle of lasers and sound. Modern technology and music bring to
life the walls of the Middle Ages stronghold. This is a journey into a different time and
space dimension. By special arrangement, a demonstration of mapping on the courtyard
of the Middle Castle, or in other words painting with lights on the walls.
An evening event open to the public, 7.00 PM.
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•

February 4th
Tymon & The Transistors band rock concert
Karwan basement – free entry

Photo from the team archive.

MARCH
•

March 1st
Guests of the Malbork Castle Museum – exhibition
Malbork is a place which has been riveting the attention of Europe throughout the ages.
Individuals of various status and profession would stay here and admire its walls: the
rich of this world, soldiers, artists, dictators and conspirators, the wealthy and the poor.
As the exhibition could only depict a small fraction of the people visiting the castle, the
famous and those who contributed most to history and culture were selected.
•

March 1st-30th
A lovely cruise on a steam castle – limited vouchers available
We prepared a surprise for tourists in March. Instead of an entry ticked everyone will
receive a memorial picture. This is a reproduction of a specially prepared for this
purpose, hand painted project by Mariusz Stawarski, a widely known artist, whose works
were winning award across Europe. His paintings can be admired, amongst other places,
at Warsaw’s Zapiecek Gallery. Thus... we invite you to begin collecting the limited series
of castle memorabilia.
•

March 4th
Amber – scene one
A special presentation of chosen pieces from the Malbork amber collection in an
unusual arrangement within the interiors of the Middle Castle’s Infirmary Baths,
prepared in collaboration with The Hunterian Museum and Art Gallery in Glasgow, from
whose stocks a splendid amber chalice restored in the workshops of the Malbork
Museum, once the property of the founder – Dr. William Hunter – of this, the oldest
museum in Scotland, will be exhibited.
•

March 8th
An ornamental tulip in the lapel
Tourists visiting the Castle Museum on this day will receive a souvenir, in the form of a
badge in the shape of a flower, or a logo of the jubilee celebrations. In should be noted,
that this stylised tulip, which reflects the battlement finials of the Middle Ages towers
was also designed by the artists Mariusz Stawarski – a peer of the Malbork Museum!!!
• Investigators on your marks – an internet history competition
Internet users will begin their wrestles with history on the 21st of March at 12.00 am. At
that time, the first task will be published. In order to complete it, one will need to find
various sources of information and set off on the trail of the Castle's history. These are
difficult struggles with the intricacies of the centuries gone by and time, since the latter
will elapse once the next question is published – usually 24 hours later on.
10 days of readiness, 10 questions and 10 days of searching.

MAY
•

May 14th
Night of Museums
Once a year, during this May night, the Malbork Castle Museum is open until late
evening hours. We invite you for special night of sightseeing and additional attractions.
This year, for the 50th anniversary of the museum, we will go back to the wild 1960's – all
of the attractions prepared for this special night reflect the atmosphere of the time the
museum came to life.

• May 20th – The day of the Museum’s 50th anniversary celebrations
Crème de la crème – Malbork Museum’s most valuable of the valuable
The inauguration of the exhibition of the most valuable pieces from various collections of
the Castle Museum. Never before, have these pieces coexisted at the same time and in
the same place within the scope of one exhibition, thus artistically it will surely be a
unique event.
Genesis Klassik concert – courtyard of the Middle Castle
A special jubilee concert – Ray Wilson, one of the
most outstanding vocalists and rock author will
perform together with a famous quartet – the
Berlin Symphony Ensemble.
The project will perform both the cult tunes from
the “progressive” era of Genesis’ creativity and the
widely known hits of the 80’s and 90’s. Ray
Wilson’s charisma combined with the passion of
the Berlin Symphony Ensemble’s musicians create
an extraordinary atmosphere during concerts,
taking the audience on a fascinating journey
across all of the periods of the band’s activity.

• Historic inspirations – new, Middle Ages machines park in Malbork
Clatter of siege machines at the stronghold. Sounds of battle in one’s imagination. You
cannot see them – none have survived. Well no! An artist, craftsman and enthusiast
pondered for so long, that he managed to stir the imagination and a siege machine
inspired by Middle Ages war mongering was created. You can check for yourself, if its
creator correctly guessed its mechanism. And all of this, in a place which so far has been
out of bounds – Przedzamcze. In a space of a new quality at the Middle Ages event park.
In a place, where the hypotheses of the ages gone by inspire the imagination. The Castle
Museum, in its jubilee year, will commence the development of this space. This is the
beginning, and in the near future, one will be able to try one’s own hand at conquering
the castle…
•

May 26th -27th
IX Baltic Science Festival – behind the scenes of the Museum
An educational programme within the scope of the Baltic Science Festival, aimed at high
school and college pupils. This is a one of a kind journey across the chosen museum’s
workshops, through the artistic ones, archaeological to the conservation department.
The participating teenagers will find out what the everyday activities at the castle are
like. They will see what the tourist does not notice: humidity, temperature and safety
measurement systems. They will find out who cleans here and how often they do it...
and how much energy is consumed by the structure. Also, which issues are raised by the
tourists with those “responsible for first contact”, how often is there are weapon
wielding guard at the shooting gallery and do tourists get lost?

JUNE
•

June 4th
XXIII International Biennial Exhibition of Modern Exlibris
This is one of the oldest periodic artistic events in Poland (organised since 1963) and at
the same time, one of the most important events in the world when it comes to small
dedicated prints (especially popular in Japan and the East European countries). This is a
great celebration of modern graphic art in Malbork – exhibitions, meetings with artists
and collectors from around the world. The centrepiece will be the award and distinction
ceremony of this year’s competition, the opening of the XXIII Biennial competition
exhibition and an accompanying exhibition – this year
consisting of the works of an outstanding Polish
graphic artist Wojciech Łuczak.
Concurrently, during 3rd-5th of June,
an International Meet of Exlibris
Artists' and collectors' will take
place – an event open to the public,
during which one will be able to
mingle with world renowned
graphical artists, authors of exlibri,
with a possibility to purchase or
exchange works.

• International Festival of Past Culture
An event organised by the Youth Culture House, Mayor of Malbork and the Castle
Museum.
• June 17th – 24th – A week with numismatics
Every tourist visiting the Malbork museum will receive a memorial token – remarkable
due to the jubilee.
• June 17th – Silver incrusted coins – a Lithuanian exhibition
In this jubilee year, we will present an exhibition of around a hundred historic vessels
(salvers, tankards, goblets and vases) decorated with coins originating from the
collections of the History Museum at the Trakai Castle, which has been working together
with the Malbork Castle Museum for 15 years. This is the first common exhibitory event
of both institutions. It should also be noted that Trakai is a partner city to Malbork. The
exhibition will be on show until the end of September.
•

June 18th
Worthy guests – Mint of Poland at the Malbork Castle Museum.
A visit by this eminent institution at the stronghold by the Nogat River has been
confirmed, but its programme is strictly confidential. We know that a promotion of
special coin, minted by the Mint of Poland to celebrate the Museum’s 50th anniversary
will take place. However, it is not this event which is shrouded in secret. For
connoisseurs and tourists, the Mint of Poland has prepared a MEGA surprise. Well, all
we can do is just wait patiently and count the days... The event will be accompanied by
an exhibition of special coin designs. We can also disclose that it will be possible to
obtain expert advice and receive an expert’s opinion on one’s own coin collections.
•

June 24th
Midsummer Night

JULY
• July 21st – 24th “The siege of Malbork” – XII edition
Organised with great panache since the year 2000, the largest outdoor event in
Pomerania, the “Siege of Malbork” combines the historic character of the mightiest
Middle Ages European fortress with active entertainment and education. The event
refers to the happenings of 600 years ago, when the victorious armies of King Jagiełło set
off from the fields of Grunwald towards the Teutonic stronghold. Knight’s orders from
this country and abroad, totalling about 350 individuals, descend upon Malbork to
participate in this event. All of them play a part in the historic staging of the siege of
castle walls. Additionally, numerous attractions within the castle grounds will add to the
Middle Ages atmosphere: a knight’s camp with garrisoned soldiers, a Middle Ages artisan
fair, on-foot and horseback displays, archery and cross-bow competitions and many
more.

www.oblezenie.malbork.pl
www.zamek.malbork.pl

AUGUST
•

August 13th
Magic Malbork

OCTOBER
•

October 7th
Amber – scene two
Inauguration of a new set up of one of the most famous Malbork collections – historic
amber items. The collection has a unique character. That is the reason why, it was on
show in Germany, Russia, Sweden, Italy, United States and thrice in Japan. The
exhibition brings new optics to the visitors. This is a type of a confrontation of various
pieces form one workshop or artist, as well as those created during different historic

eras but by the same technique or on the same subject. Also significant in this
contextual clash is the intended function of the given items. The modern setup,
supported by multimedia solutions, makes the story interactive. The exhibition presents
the most valuable items and works of art form the Museum’s rich collection, and also –
and this is a surprise – masterpieces on loan from abroad.

NOVEMBER
•

A lovely cruise on a steam castle – another edition of limited vouchers

DECEMBER
•

December 10th -11th
The Most Delicious Advent Fair of Pomerania
The second edition of an event associated with Christmas, organised in collaboration
with the Malbork city authorities. Culinary demonstrations, handicraft workshops,
presentation of regional dishes prepared by native producers, a hand in the decorating
the Christmas tree prior to entering the castle and collective gingerbread baking - the
Fair is an artistic and culinary event. Extraordinary experiences associated with the magic
of Christmas are guaranteed

•

Christmas Festival in art
XXI edition of a cultural event organised by the city of Malbork authorities
together with the Castle Museum.

